
Third Conditional

Name: Result: Date: __/40  __/__/20__

If she __________ a child she ______________________ unhappy; but
the days were long, and it rained too much.
1.

(have) (not/be)

He was not exactly afraid, and if anybody ____________ him to he
___________________ in the boat just to show that he wasn't afraid.
2.

(dare) (sleep)

The cost was enormous, but if he _________________________ it all, he
___________________ four millions more.
3.

(live/and/finish) (spend)

He __________________ less than a man if he ____________________
to the appeal of her youth and beauty.
4.

(be) (not/respond)

If you ______________ it, you ________________ me out right then!5.
(not/do) (find)

If the words ___________ a charge of shot fired into my back, I
______________________ round on them more suddenly.
6.

(be) (not/spin)

Some people give up when, if they ______________, they
_______________________ at last.
7.

(hold on) (succeed)

If he ___________ prosperous and happy it
__________________________ half so much.
8.

(be) (not/matter)

He __________________ onto it if he _____________.9. (hang) (want)

No doubt, if you _____________, he ____________________ more
freely later.
10.

(stay) (speak)

If I ___________________ to him, for all he was in woman's apparel, I
_____________________ him.
11.

(passive/marry) (not/have)

Nothing ___________________ me if Santa ___________________ to
the attack.
12.

(save) (not/return)

And ________________________________________________ if he
___________ so!
13.

(how/his father and his sister/feel/?) (do)
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One __________________________ it possible if he ________________
it.
14.

(not/believe) (not/hear)

If the modesty of Sidonius ______________________ him from the
prosecution of this interesting work, the historian _____________________,
with the simplicity of truth, those memorable events, to which the poet, in
vague and doubtful metaphors, has concisely alluded.

15.

(not/discourage) (relate)

If the little creature ___________________, and paid for these good
offices, he __________________ the farmhouse forever in sore displeasure.
16.

(passive/watch) (leave)

If I __________________ that, she _____________________ to Rome at
all, you know.
17.

(not/promise) (not/go)

If I ______________ the inward support of my great love he
__________________ me awkward and stupid by affecting to believe that I
knew nothing of life.

18.

(not/have) (make)

The stern is clear; but if our boat ___________ four or five feet longer, her
voyage ___________________ then and there.
19.

(be) (end)

When she walked to the stove to warm her hands if they
_______________ their impulses they ____________________ and run.
20.

(follow) (jump)
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